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ABSTRACT
Digital holography uses electronic sensors for hologram recording and numerical method for hologram reconstruction
enabling thus the development of advanced holography applications. However, in some cases, the useful information is
concealed in a very wide dynamic range of illumination intensities and successful recording requires an appropriate
dynamic range of the sensor. An effective solution to this problem is the use of a photon-counting detector. Such
detectors possess counting rates of the order of tens to hundreds of millions counts per second, but conditions of
recording holograms have to be investigated in greater detail. Here, we summarize our main findings on this problem.
First, conditions for optimum recording of digital holograms for detecting a signal significantly below detector's noise
are analyzed in terms of the most important holographic measures. Second, for time-averaged digital holograms,
optimum recordings were investigated for exposures shorter than the vibration cycle. In both cases, these conditions are
studied by simulations and experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital holography employs the charge-coupled device (CCD or CMOS) sensors for recording holographic patterns then
followed by numerical reconstruction.1 That enabled the development of advanced holography applications, such as
visualization of living cells,2,3 flow analysis4,5 high-speed volumetric imaging,6 or dynamic measurements in real-time.7
However, in some cases, the useful information is concealed in a very wide dynamic range of illumination intensities and
successful recording requires an appropriate dynamic range of the sensor. For a CCD sensor, the dynamic range can be
estimated by the ratio of the maximum achievable nonsaturating signal (full-well capacity) and the sensor noise and by
the digitalization of the output of the sensor. Mostly, the CCD or CMOS sensors have 8 bit or 10 bit, and rarely up to 16
bit depth, which is sufficient for most holographic applications. Generally, a problem arises in detecting a signal that is
of much lower power than the sensor noise. Then, depending on the reference beam intensity, the fringe pattern is either
obscured by noise (for equal beam intensities) or, otherwise, flattened by the digitalization process. A possible approach
to this problem is to use a photon-counting detector (PCD).8-10 Such detectors possess counting rates of the order of tens
to hundreds of millions counts per second (cps), allowing sensitivity at the fundamental quantum limit and fast data
acquisition. We have investigated the optimum recording conditions for detecting a weak signal significantly below PCD
noise in terms of the most important holographic measures, namely, the fringe visibility (V) (or contrast) and signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), and in relation to the main recording parameters. First, expressions for the V and SNR are evaluated for
digital holograms (DHs) and then, it is shown that the optimum recording DH parameters are possible to estimate
theoretically and to implement experimentally.
For time-averaged digital holograms (TADHs), this problem becomes even more complex due to the generally imposed
condition of having the hologram exposures either equal or long compared to the vibration period.11 This condition is
difficult to satisfy in cases with very low frequency vibrations or with the presence of some environmental instabilities.
To overcome these problems and find more general approach, we have investigating the possibility of recording many
short exposures instead of long ones. For recording TADHs, instead of one PCD we used an array of PCDs assembled as
a compact camera (SPC2).
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2. THEORY
2.1 Digital hologram parameters
( , )d , where τ is the exposure time and ( , ) is the intensity of the
Exposure of a sensor is described as ( , ) =
interference of two beams, the signal (or object) ( ) and reference ( ), and where ( ) denotes the spatial coordinate
(one-dimensional for simplicity). The intensity ( , ) describes a fringe pattern
( , )=

( )+2

( ) ( )

( , ),
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where ( ) = ( ) + ( ) is the background intensity described as a sum of its deterministic part, ( ) = ( ) +
( ), and the additive noise, ( ); ( ) denotes the beam ratio, ( ) = ( )⁄ ( ); and the phase ( , ) = ( ) +
( , ) is also a sum of a deterministic part, ( ), and the phase noise
( , ). The phase noise, originating from
instabilities during holographic exposure, accumulates over time.12 Thus, the exposure is
( , )= ( ) 1+ ( )+
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( , ) is given by
( , ) = 1 − tan ( ) (1⁄ )
( , )d −
where the expression for the phase noise
( , )d +. .., and was derived by expanding the cosine function cos ( ) + ( , ) into Taylor series
(1⁄2 )
around ( ), ( , ) < ( ), and expressing only the first few terms of the series. ( ) is ratio of the intensities (or
photon counts) of the PCD noise and the signal beam, ( ) = ( )⁄ ( ). The expressions for two most important
holographic measures, namely the fringe visibility ( ) and signal-to-noise ratio (
) can be derived from Eq. (2),
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The experimentally recorded fringe patterns were analyzed by fitting the measured data to a function:
cos( + ), where C is determined from the experimental setup, = 2 sin ⁄ , α is angle between the beams, and λ
( ), as evident by
1+ +
and = 2 ( ) ⁄
is the wavelength. The A and B are of the form: =
( ) and Eq. (2). The standard deviation can be defined here as ( ) = 〈 ( , ) −
( ) 〉 ⁄ .
comparing
2.2 Time-averaged digital holograms
The reconstructed TADHs can be described by means of
( )=

exp Φ( )sin2

d ,

(5)

where f is the vibration frequency and Φ( ) = 2 ℎ( )/ , where ℎ( ) is the vibration amplitude.
solved analytically for arbitrary τ values, but can be expressed by the following series:
( )=

( )+

( ) cos
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+
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( ) cannot be

sin(2 − 1)

,
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where are Bessel functions and = 2 . According to Eq. (6), the higher terms modify the Bessel function of the first
kind, ( ), when the exposure time τ is smaller than the period = 1/f as shown in Fig. 1. However, these conditions
can be also fulfilled by averaging many TADHs with randomized short exposures ( ≪ ), where we define the average
| ( )|, and where L is the number of recorded holograms.
fringe function (AFF),10 AFF = (1⁄ ) ∑
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3.0

3. EXPER
RIMENTA
AL DEVICE
E
We have connfigured two types
t
of opticcal setups, onne of a Mach--Zehnder typee (employing PCD for deteecting a weakk
signal: 0.44 cps,
c significanntly below noiise: 21 cps) annd the other off a lensless Foourier (or quassi-Fourier) typ
pe (employingg
SPC2 for reccording TADH
Hs). In both setups
s
we havve used a He-Ne laser (wavvelength = 632.8 nm) ass light sourcee,
coupled in freee space into a single-modee optical fiberr, and a motorrized XY stagge for motion control of dettectors (shownn
in Fig. 2). Phhoton detectioons are counteed by a digitall counter (SR
R400). A homee-made software was used to control thee
scanning of thhe XY translaation stage as well
w as the daata acquisition process. Experimental detaails of both seetups are givenn
elsewhere.9,100
PHOTON COUNTE

AI

(a)

XV STA(
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Figure 2. Motion controll of the motorized XY stage wiith detector presented as (a) sccheme and (b) pphoto.

3.1 Photon-ccounting deteector
The PCD is based
b
on a sinngle-photon avvalanche photoodiode (SPAD
D) (model SAP500, LC) sellected for low
w noise, cooledd
and operated in Geiger mode. The detector (shown in Fig. 3) featurres maximum count rate of 10 Mcps, dark
k count rate of
21 cps, dead time of 23 nss and detectioon efficiency about
a
60% at 632 nm. A pinhole
p
of diam
meter 10 μm is mounted inn
w moved in 10 μm steps to form a matrrix of 512 512
5 synthetic 'pixels'.
front of the SPAD which was

o

Figure 3. Photon-countinng detector usedd for recording digital hologram
ms with low ligght levels.

3.2 Single-photon camerra
p
with seensitive area of
o 20 μm in diameter,
d
arrannged in a squaare array of 32
3
32 pixelss
The SPC2 feaatures round pixels
with a pitch of
o 100 μm. The
T footprint of
o the each pixxel cell is sho
own in Fig 4(a). Visible aree the circular active area of
the SPAD, guuard ring arouund it, the areaa accommodatting amplificaation and quennching circuit (VLQC), gatee switch and 8
master-slave flip-flops thatt form an 8-bit counter withh a latch memo
ory. Since thiss results in thee filling factorr of only ~3%
%,
which is not suitable
s
for taaking hologram
ms, the whole camera was mounted
m
on annd XY stage aand moved aro
ound such thaat
the sensitive area would coompletely fill the desired daata collection area. To this end,
e
the cameera was first moved
m
along x
ne step of 10 μm
μ and so forrth until 10 10 pixel arrayy
direction in 10 steps of 10 μm and then moved in y diirection by on
m.
is swept, as shown in Figg. 4(b). Thus, the TADHs are obtained with total off 320 320 ppixels of size 10 10 μm
60 pixels) of th
hese blocks.
Larger pictures were obtainned by concattenating 2 2 (640 640 pixels) or 3 3 (960 96
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Figure 4. (a) Footprint off a single pixel cell in SPC2 (reprinted from [13]
[
with the peermission form MPD), (b) scheematic
o camera walk in x-y plane.
diagram of
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4. RESULTS
4.1 The fringe visibility curves
( )=1
parameters. Assuming
Equation (3) was used to calculate the contrast curves for wide range of the K and
provides the lower maximum for V that is also
the curves are shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5 (a) we see that the larger
= 1 + . From Fig. 5 (b) we see that higher K values yield lower (but more robust
shifted to higher K values, i.e.
against the noise) V values.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The fringe visibility as a function of K and

(numerical simulations).

4.2 Determination of V and SNR measures from experimental measurements
parameter for our PCD. The
The sinusoidal gratings were recorded for a wide range of the K values and fixed
following protocol was applied: (i) set the K value, (ii) record holographic grating along the same horizontal line
.
repeatedly, and (iii) calculate the amplitude parameters A and B, standard deviation ( ), and measures and
Table 1 shows these measures. As predicted theoretically, see Eq. (3), the visibility is nearly constant within the selected
value, while the obvious differences in quality of the grating are revealed clearly by the
measure.
Table 1. The measures
K
τ (s)
V
SNR

and

calculated from experimental values.
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1.1

6.4 19.6 43.7

8.2 10.9 35.4 50.8

4.3 Accurate determination of the experimental

5.5 19.6 37.5 42.3 12.1 18.9 20.4 17.1 11.3 11.4 10.7 10.0

ratio

value is the ratio of the noise and signal intensity values detected by the PCD. Since direct
The actual
measurement is not accurate (signal intensity is much smaller than the detector's noise), we performed the following
steps: first, we calculated values as a mean of individual values obtained for each τ, and then, we performed a least( ) = 1. This
as a single free parameter and
squares fit of data points to the theoretical curve in Eq. (3) with
= (48.0 ± 8.5), derived from the maximum of the fitted curve from Fig. 6.
procedure yielded the value
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Figure 6. The fringe visibility as a function of K. Values calculated from experimental measurements are denoted by circles
and the least-squares fit is shown as the solid curve.
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4.4 DH recoonstructions of
o a weak sign
nal
To record DH
Hs, a detail, shhown in Fig. 7(a) from thee NBS 1963A resolution tarrget, was posiitioned in the object arm of
the Mach-Zehnder interferrometer as a transparent obbject. The refference arm was
w adjusted to obtain the quasi-Fourierr
a reconstruccted by perforrming the Fou
urier transform
m
configurationn. The recordeed holograms (size: 512 512 pixels) are
operation. Frrom Table 1 it is apparentt that the besst reconstructiions (i.e. the highest
values achieeved at longerr
exposures) caan be expected for = 4 and
a 10. This is indeed confirmed by thee experimentaal DHs that wee recorded forr
various valuees of K and τ. The
T DH reconnstructions shoown in Fig. 7((b-e) illustratee this concept.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. (a) Detail from
m the NBS 1963A
A resolution tarrget. Reconstru
ucted DHs for
= 10, (e)
(
= 100.

(e)
= 50 ms: (b)

= 1, (c)

= 4, (d)

r
ns for exposu
ures smaller than
t
the vibration period
4.5 TADH reconstruction
The TADHs were recorded by employiing SPC2 andd a silicon waffer as an inpuut object. In oorder to obtain
n good qualityy
3 picture, the
t tiles of 10
0 10 pixels belong to thee
TADHs, we had to solve several probleems. First, in each 320 320
o
pixels inn dark counts,, afterpulsing probability annd quantum effficiency. Thiss
same physicaal pixel which differs from other
created a "tiling" effect inn the recordedd hologram thhat resulted in
n a repetitive pattern of sm
mudges after reconstruction
r
n.
This was rem
moved by a pixxel calibrationn algorithm thhat we develop
ped. As illustrrated for vibraation mode 12
218 Hz (Fig. 3
14
in Ref. 10), a halo in the center
c
was rem
moved by the subtraction method.
m
The echo is due too the inevitab
ble progressivee
change of thee laser beam phase
p
betweenn scanned linees in y directio
on. The period of 32 pixelss refers to sizee of the samephase array of
o physical pixxels. This findding led us to another idea:: we modifiedd the steering program such
h that 10 10
0
pixels in the basic block were
w
taken in random ratheer than in ord
derly manner. While this diid not affect tiling
t
and haloo
effects, it didd completely remove the echho. In Fig. 8 it
i is demonstraated how the averaging
a
of T
TADHs with exposure timee
≪ clearlyy reveals the characteristic
c
B
Bessel
functioon fringes for the vibration mode of 220 Hz. Figure 9 comprises thee
numerical
(circles) annd the
caalculated from
m experimentaally obtained data
d (crosses), the former were
w adapted too
the experimenntal values annd plotted on the same scattter chart. App
parently, an inncreasing
trend over the
t number of
recorded holoograms can be
b well matchhed in the middle part of the graph (1
100
10
000). We presume that thee
observed mismatches noticced for other L values are duue to the noisee and saturatioon properties oof the SPC2.

(a)

(b)

Figurre 8. The reconnstructed TADH
Hs for

(c)

= 1 mss, (a)
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Hc
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= 100, and (c)

= 2000.
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Figure 9. The
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for booth numerical and
a experimentaal values.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have shown that applying the photon-counting approach, originally acquired holographic information
can be efficiently preserved by employing the high dynamic range of the PCD. It is demonstrated that the optimum
values of recording parameters can be evaluated theoretically and as well implemented experimentally. Consequently, a
weak signal (0.44 cps, or the equivalent of 0.23 aW) hidden well below noise level (21 cps) has been successfully
detected. It is also found that increasing the contrast of fringes does not necessarily improve the more important SNR
measure and that, in cases of nearly constant contrast, the SNR clearly reveals differences in the quality of holographic
recordings.
For vibrating surfaces, the conditions are found for satisfactory hologram recordings with exposure times much shorter
than the vibration period. For this purpose, we have introduced the average fringe function and randomized short
exposures. Thus, it is clearly demonstrated that the SNR increases by the number of averaged holograms and that the
potential of the photon-counting time-averaged digital holography can be fully extended to arbitrary vibration
frequencies sugesting that as well the reliable measurements are possible even in rather severe environmental conditions.
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